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Ethical Dilemmas in War and Peace 
 

(prepared by Michael Andregg for Pusan National University, Republic of Korea, 4-22-02) 

Dr. Andregg can be reached at the University of St. Thomas, 2115 Summit Ave. MCG,  

St. Paul  Minnesota  55116, USA, + 651-962-5300  or  mmandregg@stthomas.edu. 

 

 War confronts us with some of the most difficult ethical dilemmas in human 

experience.  Peace is less stressful, but even maintaining the peace can be more difficult than 

it appears.  Restoring peace once lost can be daunting, and can present the responsible citizen 

with moral dilemmas every bit as challenging as those faced by soldiers at war.  In both 

circumstances, the leaders of nation states must face stark tradeoffs as they decide whom to 

provide with resources and who not.  In the worst cases, they must decide who lives, and who 

dies.  And of course, soldiers at war do this also, and occasionally the ordinary citizen. 

 

 Then there are issues like torture, and treatment of prisoners of war, and treatment of 

civilian refugees, and whether to intervene in conflicts among neighbors or not, and if so, 

how.  Each of these may seem easy in the abstract, but they are very, very difficult when the 

people are real and the facts of the case unclear, which is common. 

 

 It takes days to discuss the nuances of such dilemmas, but the decisions of real people 

faced with morally difficult choices must sometimes be made in the blink of an eye.  Then, 

they may be judged by others far away and years later.  We do not have days today, so I will 

begin with a simple outline of the types of hard questions faced by four actors in the dramas 

of war and peace.  They are:  the soldier, the citizen, peacemakers and leaders of 

governments.  I will consider their dilemmas in a slightly different order below. 

 

 For the Soldier: 

 

1. When is it appropriate to kill? 

 

2. When is killing required? 

 

3. How should I treat civilians? 

 

4. Should I distinguish between “able bodied men” and women or children? 

 

5. Can I distinguish between the “innocent” and the “guilty?”  And whether or not I can, 

can landmines or a 1000-kilogram bomb? 

 

6. How should I treat my enemies, even while killing them? 

 

7. How should I treat POWs?  [Prisoner’s of War]  What if they know secrets 

          that could save millions? 

8. When is torture justified, if ever, and why?    

 

9. When can orders be disobeyed? 

 

10. When MUST orders be disobeyed? 

 

11. If the laws of war contradict the orders of my leader (or my God) what should I do? 
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 Note the pervasive importance of context here.  Circumstances mean a lot in war, 

and in they eyes of ethicists and lawyers.  What is legal and moral in defense of your country 

if faced with genuine danger (as in the war of 1950 –1953, for example) may be quite 

different than what is legal and moral at other times.  At any time, what is legal may differ 

from what is moral.  Note the different and sometimes contradictory categories of guidance 

we may use:  Law, of your society or of the “international community;” Scripture, or the 

advice of religious leaders; Philosophy; Conscience; and Expediency, or what you can get 

away with.  Sometimes these sources of guidance speak with one voice, but often they do 

not.  What does the soldier or the citizen do when one guide says turn left, but the other says 

turn right, and lives hang in the balance of your decision?  What if one of the lives is your 

own?  What if some of the lives include your family and your dearest friends? 

 

 For Leaders of Governments: 

 

1. How much is enough? 

    a.  How much is enough defense? 

    b.  How much is enough wealth – for the nation, and for its Army? 

    c.  How much is enough civil liberty?  For your people, and for your enemies? 

 

2. When do I sacrifice national welfare to increase my own power?   

(Note what every leader knows, that without the leader’s power someone else will 

rule.  But without restraint, the nation will be ruined by politicians hungry for power.) 

 

3. When do I sacrifice global welfare for my own nation’s advantage? 

 

4. When do I order secretly what could not be done publicly? 

 

5. What do I do if we get caught? 

 

6. How do I deal with subordinates who violate our rules? 

 

7. How do I deal with agents who violate the rules on my command, but get caught? 

 

8. How do I deal with agents who violate rules of other countries serving our interests? 

 

9. When must I deal with enemy leaders, even though they are barbarians? 

 

10. When must I deal with terrorists even though they are criminals who have wounded 

us?  And how should I deal with them? 

 

11. When must I sacrifice our most precious liberties searching for enemies among us? 

 

12. When must I sacrifice truth in order to win the war of propaganda?  When do I 

sacrifice education for my children, to buy weapons for our soldiers? 

 

13. And what will I do when I have sacrificed our most precious liberties, our most 

precious truths, our treasury, and the lives of our children preparing for war? 

 

14. What do I do when the nation is really in danger, in mortal danger, and these are not 

just questions for idle philosophers, but rather, are urgent issues of life and death? 
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Notice the prevalence of management issues above.  Even in times of peace, national 

leaders must allocate resources, and some will suffer so that others can have fancy tools and 

offices, or weapons for their soldiers.  In times of war, those who suffer most will die. 

 

 

 For Responsible Citizens: 

 

1. What do I do when my leaders are insane? 

 

2. What do I do when they are just greedy, lying pigs? 

 

3. What do I do when they actually mean well, and the nation is really in danger?   

 [Answer = Sacrifice.] 

 

4. What do I do when my leaders mean well, but are unbearably stupid, so that we know  

they are going to cause more problems than they solve? 

 

5. How can I best serve the nation’s defense, whether I am in uniform or not? 

 

6. How can I restrain the generals when they want too much, whether I am in uniform or 

not?   

 

7. How much should I devote to national or global welfare in times of peace or war, 

despite sacrifice for my family?  What if their sacrifice is severe? 

 

8. How can I help to solve global problems so that war will not become one of them? 

 

9. When is “humanitarian intervention” called for, and when is it just a moral-sounding 

cover for aggressive self-interests or hubris (excessive pride)? 

 

10. Some of my neighbors are crazy -- sometimes even me!  Is it really MY responsibility 

to keep them from harming others?  If so, how can I do that, really?  And who will 

restrain me if I become paranoid or unbearably greedy? 

 

11. When must ordinary citizens become police and soldiers?   

 [Answer = when the community is really in danger.] 

 

 

 For Peace Makers: 

 

1. How can I restrain violence without becoming a traitor? 

 

2. How can I transform real, serious conflicts into genuine “win-win” solutions? 

 

3. How can I defuse the bombs of hatred without getting killed by extremists? 

 

4. How can I moderate excessive behaviors without becoming a tyrant myself? 

 

5. How can I create peace without exposing my nation to genuine danger or war? 
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6. How do I respect the soldiers while trying to unemploy them? 

 

7. When are sanctions better than war?  When are they worse? 

(Consider cases of Iraq, of North Korea, of South Africa, and of Cuba if time allows.) 

 

8. Why should we promote ideas like Just War Theory (a Catholic, Christian doctrine) 

  when actual leaders of governments almost never use it?   

 

9. When should we work for peace?  [Answer = always.] 

 

10. How can I promote peace without helping my nations enemies?  This is the perennial 

problem for peace activists; it comes up every season. 

 

 

 Well there, I have asked you 46 hard questions already, and answered only 3 (and 

those 3 superficially).  You may have noticed that I phrased many of these 46 questions as:  

“What should I do about this or that,” instead of “What should we do?”.   This reflects the 

Western and especially American focus on self before group.  In the extreme, we hold the 

individual responsible for every decision they make, and every act they do.  This makes 

moral dilemmas significantly harder.  But you could easily transform that aspect of my 

writing by simple replacing every “I” with “we.” 

 

 Whether you can so easily evade the dilemmas of what to do when groups are 

engaged in very bad acts (like the genocide in Cambodia, for example, or police-state killings 

and slavery in Burma/Myanmar) is doubtful, however.  The most common dilemma I have 

seen, even in democracies, is what to do when the leadership is unwise, corrupt, or severely 

immoral, and is leading the community toward disaster.  One might consider the case of 

Slobodan Milosevic, for example, who led Yugoslavia to ruin including 4 civil wars against 

various parts of his country, and who now sits at the World Court in the Hague, Netherlands, 

accused of crimes against humanity.  Many Yugoslav citizens wondered what they should do 

as the disaster unfolded, and many outsiders suffered moral angst and policy dilemmas as 

well before the killing ended. 

 

Now I have a question for you!  My country is poised to spend hundreds of billions of 

dollars that might be spent on bringing clean water to the poor of the earth, or on fighting 

disease, or educating children, to put weapons in space instead.  We are poised to do this 

because some people in America fear the Taepo Dong 2 missile built by North Korea, and 

related issues.  Battle stations in space would open many expensive doors to several dark 

places.  Should we do this?  If so, why?  And if not, how else might we deal with the fear that 

North Korea stimulates rightly or wrongly? 

  

 

I am wishing you all the very best success with your important projects and in life.  

And I look forward eagerly to your answers to my question, or to your comments of any 

kind. 

 

 

Best wishes always,   --   Michael Andregg, from St. Paul Minnesota, USA. 


